Who we are and what we do
TTTech Auto designs and implements safety-critical and future-proof
platform-centric solutions for the automotive industry. The company
provides safety software platforms and integration services, paving
the way towards highly automated driving and autonomous vehicles.
TTTech Auto was established by TTTech together with leading industry
partners and builds upon the TTTech Groups automotive ADAS series
production experience and world-class safety technologies.
TTTech Auto relies on vast software engineering excellence. The most
recent strategic expansions added development and distribution sites in
Spain, Croatia, Serbia and Turkey to its global footprint. Close relations
with technical universities support the company‘s overall growth.
TTTech Auto operates under the umbrella of the TTTech Group, a
globally oriented group of high-tech companies providing leading
real-time networking platforms and safety controls. TTTech Auto
is headquartered in Vienna, Austria.
1,200 people work for TTTech Auto in its offices in Austria, Germany,
Spain, the CEE region, USA and Asia.
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The future of mobility is automated
The flagship product of TTTech Auto is MotionWise, a series-proven software platform for
automated driving, providing unique integration and real-time orchestration of applications,
global scheduling logic and tools. Using the platform, OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers can reduce
their development, testing and validation complexity and ensure that essential safety and
mission-criticality requirements can be met in both single or multi-SoC environments at
reduced cost.
TTTech Auto’s MotionWise is a vital part of the Audi A8 computer. Furthermore, MotionWise
is part of series production programs for example with SAIC Motor Corporation in China and
Hyundai Kia Motors Corporation in Korea.
The testing tools “Power Family” and standard ECUs complete TTTech Auto‘s portfolio.

Advancing safe technologies,
improving human lives.
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MotionWise, safety
software platform for
automated driving
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